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SOME CURRENT METERS DESIGNED FOR 
SUSPENSION FROM AN ANCHORED SHIP1 

BY 
WILLIAM S. VON ARX 

Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution 

ABSTRACT 

Current velocities measured by means of instruments suspended from shipboard 
may err significantly if the ship's motion at anchor is permitted to tow the instru-
ments through the water while observations are in progress. Two current meter 
designs are described which employ a propeller linkage by electromagnetic induction 
to permit continuous observation of current velocity through, and to determine the 
extent of, the periods when the anchored ship is essentially at rest. The motions of 
an anchored ship are described. 

Current velocity measurements made by means of instruments 
suspended from shipboard may err significantly if the ship's motion 
at anchor is permitted to shift the position of the instruments in the 
water while observations are in progress. On occasion, the ship's 
motions have been eliminated by mounting the current meter in a 
bottom frame, reduced by employing anchors at the bow and stern, 
or have been corrected by allowing the ship to drift a measurable 
distance and direction while current measurements are being made. 
When these methods are impractical it is still possible to make inter-
mittent current measurements from an anchored ship during certain 
phases of the ship's motion when the acceleration is great but the 
velocity small. Continuous indication current meters permit the 
incoming velocity signals to be sorted into categories of ship's motion 
and water velocity. Once the rhythm of the ship's motions at anchor 
has been found, this technique allows observations to be made at 
predictable intervals. The method has been found useful on the 
continental shelf and in surveys of sheltered waters. 

Current meters of several experimental designs which employ elec-
tromagnetic induction as the link between the propeller and the 
registering equipment have been built to provide continuous indica-
tions of current velocity to an observer on deck.2 The link by electro-
magnetic induction between the propeller and the signal circuit 

1 Contribution No. 509 from the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution. 
2 Some general interest in these instruments has prompted the preparation of 

working drawings of present designs, prints of which may be obtained from the 
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution. 
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involves no moving parts save the propeller itself. To form ~his link, 
the propeller is fitt ed with a small Alnico V magnet at the tip of one 
blade, and a small coil of wire is housed on the propeller guard. Each 
turn of the propeller causes the flu x of the magnet to cut the _turns of 
the wire coil. This induces a momentary pulse of electromotive force 
in the coil and causes an electri c current to flo w in a closed circuit. 
When t his cir cuit is closed through the indicating or recording ap-
paratus on deck, measurements of the current speed can be obtained 
by counting, recording, or integrating these pulses as they are gen-
erated. The signal is transmitted to the deck by a two-conductor 
rubber-insulated cable. The cable also serves as a suspension to 
support the current meter over the bottom. 

The pulses, generated in the coil by the passing magnet and trans-
mitted by the cable, have the form with respect to time shown in 
Fig. la. Each wave corresponds to a turn of the propeller. These 
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F igure la. The signal generated by the propell er-tip magnet as it passes the pick-up coil. 
Figure lb. The signa l of the following revolu tion of the propell er shown interrupted at an 
audible fr equency. 

waves represent enough power to operate an indicating or recording 
microammeter or a pair of headphones, provided impedances are 
reasonably well matched. The pulsing of the signal wave is sub-
aud~ble, but when inte:rup~ed at an audible frequency, a signal 
havmg the form shown m Fig. lb can be heard in phones over t he 
backgrou~d ~oise of ':'ind, waves, and ordinary ship's machinery. 
Interrupt10n is most simply accompli shed by means of a battery-
driven reed vibrator. 

The energy of the electri cal signal is derived from that o-iven the 
pro~eller by the passing ,~ater. Thus there is an intermittent drag 
dunng part of each rotation of the propeller which may produce a 
"toe''. on t~ie calibration curve at speeds below one-quarter knot. 
The mtermitt~mt magnetic drag may equal the energy imparted by 
the water passmg at a speed of 0.05 knot (2.5 cm/sec). This, combined 
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with propeller bearing friction, usually places the minimum detectable 
water speed in the neighborhood of 0.15 knot (7.5 cm/sec). 

The magnetic and electric circuits used to detect the propeller 
rotation are shown in Fig. 2.3 The electrical characteristics of these 
circuits may be varied within wide limits. Three kinds of circuits 
have been utilized: 

l. Direct recording of the propeller rotation signal on the tape of a 
recording 0-1.0 milliammeter (Esterline Angus). The signal should 
be rectified through a Selenium rectifier bridge before it enters the 
recorder so that both swings of the signal wave have the same sign. 

2. Visual detection of the rate of propeller rotation through the 
replacement of the above recorder by a slow response microammeter. 
Very low rates of rotation will be indicate:d by separate kicks of the 
needle, which can be counted, and higher rates wi ll produce a steady 
deflection. 

3. Acoustic detection of the propeller rotation signal by headphones. 
Pulses are counted over an interval of time, usually one minute. 
With a little practice, high pulse rates may be counted by threes, fours, 
sixes, or even tens, up to the rate of 600 pulses per minute. 

Sufficient signal strength for all of these circuits can be obtained 
if the magnetic link is composed of from 10 to 15 grams of Alnico V 
magnet stock (having a cross section 0.5 cm2 and length 1.0 cm) 
mounted on the tip of one propeller blade so that it passes the pick-up 
coil with a gap of less than 0.5 cm. The pick-up coil may be core-
less and should have an inductance near 1.0 henry and resistance to 
match that of the cable plus either the headphones, microammeter, 
or milliammeter recorder. The small est coil at hand, a "sound level 
recorder clutch coil" made by Sound Apparatus Co., New York City, 
was used in the first of these induction current meters. Other equiva-
lent coils of larger physical size have been used but with no conspicuous 
change in performance. The "clutch coils" have an inductance of 0.8 
henry and a resistance of 2000 ohms. They are fragile, but when 
packed in grease in the propeller guard housing no harm seems to 
come to them even when the rest of the current meter is rather badly 
battered from hard use. 

Two styles of underwater units have been designed which employ 
the induction link . The earli est is the "Model I" current meter which 
is designed to indicate only current speed, the direction being observed 
visually. This is a practical arrangement for the clear water of the 
tropics and for shoal observations in coastal water. In tideways and 

3 Western Electric IN34 rectifiers have greater current capacity and are recom-
mended in place of the IN22 rectifiers specified. 
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rivers, wherever the current direction is known to remain nearly 
constant from top to bottom, useful data may be obtained even when 
the meter is lowered out of sight. In some sediment motion studies, 
for which direction is unimportant, these meters have been used in 
bottom frames for prolonged periods of observation. The "Model II" 
current meter is equipped with a remote reading magnetic compass and 
a bourdon-operated depth-indicating circuit, for when a current meter 
is lowered in swift water, wire angles become large and the depth of 
measurement is uncertain. 

The Model I Current Meter is illustrated in Fig. 3A. It has been 
found most practical to use the acoustic method for detecting the 
propeller turns so that the observer's vision is free to attend to direc-
tion. An underwater viewing box or glass port in the bottom of a 
skiff is essential when the current meter is deeper than two meters. 
In the clearest water the Model I meter can be seen in full daylight 
to depths as great as 40 meters. At night it is possible to observe the 
current direction to roughly the same depth if the scene is illuminated 
by a reflector photoflood lamp (R-2) lowered to a depth of about 10 
meters. To protect the glass envelope from thermal shock, the lamp 
should not be lighted until it is under water. 

The Model I current meter is not affected by pressure. The only 
cavity in the instrument, the pick-up coil housing, is packed with 
stiff grease; the ambient sea water pressure is admitted through the 
grease fitting. 

Cables for Model I current meters have been adapted from those 
used for underwater demolition. These cables have steel strands in 
each of the copper conductors. In lengths greater than a few meters, 
their resistance to torsion is low enough so that they do not influence 
the direction of the current meter and their strength is so great that 
they will survive several years of ordinary use. It is convenient to 
store the current meter cable on a reel, and since it is inconvenient to 
have the current meter attached to the stored cable, the coupling 
shown in Fig. 3B has been used. This is built of ordinary 1-inch pipe-
fittings and is filled with light grease when the connection is made. 
When disconnected, the components may be protected with a nipple 
and cap. A plug-in receptacle on the cable reel, Fig. 3C, permits 
the first turn of the cable to be spooled inside, thus eliminating one of 
the free ends. 

The Model II Current Meter is illustrated in Fig. 4. This current 
meter has been supported by an experimental nine-conductor cable 
designed to have low resistance to torsion. The barrel of the instru-
ment is designed to withstand pressure at 300 meters. The pressure 
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case contains a Magnesyn compass transmitter to report direction to 
the deck a bourdon-operated microtorque potentiometer to report 
instrume~t depth, and a pick-up coil with Selenium rectifiers to supply 
a microammeter in the deck panel that indicates as a current speedom-
eter. To smooth the microammeter action, the signal impulse rate of 
this instrument has been increased by mounting several small er mag-
nets separately on the tip of each propeller blade instead of having a 
larger magnet mounted on only one blade. This change improves the 
microammeter action and its response at low current speeds, but it 
removes the possibility of counting individual propeller revolutions 
at the lowest current speeds. 

The Model II meter, through its ability to indicate continuous 
values of velocity and depth, has been used in a qualitative study of: 
(1) the value of G&.rbell fins for directional oceanographic instruments, 
and (2) the motions of an anchored ship. 

(1) When the Model II meter was built it was fitted with both the 
conventional streamline fin and an experimental pair of Garbell fins,4 
shown in Figs. 4A and 4B respectively. The remarkable feature of 
Garbell fins is the high directional sensitivity they impart to a "short" 
instrument having greatly reduced rotational inertia. The amount 
of toe-in (negative angle of attack) of the fins influences both the drag 
and directional sensitivity. If the fins are designed to stall easily, the 
amount of toe-in can be reduced to a few degrees, the drag materially 
decreased, and the directional sensitivity markedly increased. The 
modified airfoil sections which have been used to approximate Garbell 
hydrofoils have given good expE\rimental results. When fitted with 
these Garbell fin s the instrument is steady at all speeds up to six knots, 
the highest tested, responds quickly in turbulent water, and develops 
wire angles of the same order of magnitude as those developed when 
the common fin is attached. The short impingement time lag and 
high sensitivity to the direction of flow afforded by Garbell fin s 
extends the period of observation available from an anchored ship. 

(2) Fig. 5 shows how an anchored ship, unless secured by several 
anchors, is constantly in motion, yawing from side to side and riding 
to and fro the anchor. Yaw is the principal motion. At the end of 
each yaw there is a period when the ship swings off on the opposite 
tack, an~ during the_ swing a certain point in the ship's length is 
temporarily at rest with respect to the bottom. The location of this 
point is usually well forward of amidships and varies with the size 
and shape of the ship. If the current meter suspension is led over 

• Garbell, M. A. Fins for aerological instruments. J. Meteorology, 4 (3): 82-90, 
1947. 



Figure 3. A. Model I current meter for measuring current speed. Current direction, under favorable conditions, can be observed visually 
to a depth of 40 meters. B. Cable connectors permit Model I current meters to be detached from the cable drum for storage or to be inter-
changed in the field. C. The Model I current meters used at Bikini, together with the cable •Jrum, interrupter box and phones. These two 
instruments have been in use since 1946 and, though battered, sti ll function reliably. The propeller and cable attachment detai ls have been 
changed in more recent instruments illustrated in Fig. 3A. 
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Figure 4. A . Model II current meter fitt ed with the ordinary streamline fin. The pick-up coil is housed in the strut connecting the 
pressure body with the propell er guard. The cylinder forward of the cable clamp houses the oil-fi ll ed sylphon which communicates the sea 
pressure to the bourdon inside t!ie pressure case. B. Model II current meter fitt ed with Garbell hns. Behind the pressure case there is a 
streamline fairing to reduce the turbulence and improve the action of the fins. C. Model II current meter deck unit. From left to right the 
dials indicate: Time, current speed, instrument depth, and current direction. The knobs and switches (from left to right) control: Battery -
A.C. power supply, current speed range, depth indicator range, depth zero adjustment, depth calibration adjustment, Magnesyn inverter 
current, and Magnesyn on-off. The Jones plug receptacles on the left end of the box feed the depth and current speed circuits (above), and 
the Magnesyn (below) . On the right-hand end of the box there is a receptacle which permits A.C. operation. The current speed calibration 
curve is protected under lucite in the cover. 



Figure S. A. Multiple exposure photograph of a model ship at anchor with a scope of 3. The arrows indicate the motion of the stern in 
r esponse to the combined forces of wind and current. B. Multiple exposure photograph of the same model showing the initial and final 
positions of the swings 4-1 and 2-3 and the character of the yawing motion 1-2-3-4. 
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the rail into the water at this center of rotation, the upper end of the 
current meter cable will be held at rest with respect to the bottom for a 
matter of seconds or minutes, depending on the size of the ship. 
During this time, measurements can be made with some degree of 
reliability provided the time is long enough for the current meter and 
cable to come to equilibrium. At equilibrium during these stationary 
intervals the indicated current speed is minimum, the indicated rate of 
change of direction is maximum, and the indicated depth maximum. 
The speed observed during the motionless period and the average of 
the directions observed on the preceding and succeeding yaws is taken 
to be the current velocity. Since this technique permits the ship to 
lie at only one anchor it is possible to make reasonably reliable measure-
ments of current velocity in all depths at which a single anchor can 
reach and hold. Whenever possible, however, a second anchor should 
be placed under foot without scope. This second anchor will snub 
the motion of the bow considerably and thereby reduce both the ride 
and yaw. 


